Ok so the 1st spook thing is ur basic pumbken

Andy showed me pictures of Pump Kenz (full name) throwing up their insides and now you get to live with this cursed knowledge too.

The More You Know!

Oh boi, I have some pretty solid anxiety burps. I sound like Barney from the Simpsons but it’s all anxiety!!! I also get anxiety burps about having anxiety burps!!!! THE NEVER ENDING STORRRRRRRYYYY DO DO DO DO DO DO DO DO DO!

I have never watched all of The Neverending Story. I remember dad tried to get me to watch it. I really enjoyed the big flying dog but the talking rock man spooked me. I was also concerned about watching something that may never end. That’s a really big commitment, u know?

Past participation in singing The Song That Never Ends definitely informed this decision.
A ghost.
1 x ghost.
1 + ghost(s)

Any amount of ghost(s).

Non goat(s)
just ghost(s)

No lies, just love.
No goat(s), just goat(s).

wHiCh BrInGs Me 2

You may have a goat ghost in your house if you notice big chunks being bitten out of things in your house in real time by absolutely nothing.
Look at this guy just living his best life!

Look at this goat at his job!

Can I start with your full name, date of birth and address plz?

He has a drink!

That's nice!

Have you watched Community? That's Shirley from Community. Shirley from Community says that in the show Community. She is nice. It is a show called Community and the show called Community is a comedy. I like it. It's nice.
When I studied graphic design there was like some kind of club requirement to dislike comic sans because LOL IT THINKS IT IS A COMIC AND IT IS AWFUL.

ANTI COMIC SANS PROPAGANDA!!!!!

I am allowed to love it ironically but today I come to you with the truth. I am so g...happy for comic sans. It holds such nostalgia for me. I love it for everything that Helvetica is not. It is great and honest and pure. It is a font standing in front of a graphic designer asking you to love it. I don't want to use anything else. It is my fire. My one desire. Believe when I say that I want it thata way.

Tell me why
Ain't nothing but a pre-installed font
Tell me why
So many others but it's the one I want
Tell me why
I never want to hear you say
That comic sans can't be used in this presentay

Thank u for coming to my ted talk
YEAH I don’t know if I have anything else to tell u about comic sans ghosts right now.

I guess u may notice u have a comic sans ghost if all of the products in your house start changing to comic sans

Or if you hear tiny bullying voices coming from anything around you written in helvetica.

Maybe the comic sans ghosts are the comic sans fonts you used along the way?

Anytime you choose to use comic sans you are being visited by the comic sans ghost.

Or anytime you decide to use comic sans as the b... punchline of a joke, it is the ghost of comic sans.

The b... punchline of the comic sans ghost from Halloween past.
The ghosts in The Muppet Christmas carol are actually really scary, hey? Yeah, that's scary.

Timothy has NEEDS don't be a Charles Dickens!!!!!

Charles Dickens wrote A Christmas Carol
It's a joke
Get it get it get it
FLYING DEMON
= SCARY

CITY RATS
ALSO SCARY

FOR REF SEE: PLAGUE
FOR MORE REF: GET CHASED BY CITY RATS

If that doesn’t convince you then idk maybe you’re just a better person than me and I’m okay with that and I think we need to agree to disagree

A broomstick??? Or old man dressing gown ropes? Either way, the durability needed for the fabric to successfully pull along a flying demon and his rat friend is pretty darn scary.

IN CONCLUSION

Also in conclusion
I used the spraypaint brush so I’m banksy

horror
OK so from here the next logical step for me is to talk about the scariest horror movie to ever exist.

This movie is so scary that I have opened an ew.com article to help me recall what happens in it because there is no way in heck that I'm going to subject myself to watching this film by myself.

I take it you have seen Jumanji? Basically, kid hears some drumming sounds coming from a construction site and he finds a board game covered in some dirt. He takes it home and there is a young Kirsten Dunst with him for some reason.

They decide to play it even though everything about it is entirely ominous and awful. Robin Williams had been stuck in the board game for 26 years OH NO. Stuck in a magical way. Not in a "oh whoops, thanks for opening this! I am quite small and this is a large board game. That sure was inconvenient oh oh ho but now I am not stuck and I can walk away" kind of way.

He looked like this, of course.
Every roll of the dice, when each new jungle-themed danger would be summoned into the real world, was accompanied by a cryptic spooky clue prophesizing something ominous like “Everything is at stake” or “Don’t bite off more than you can chew” or “here is a zebra.”

-Ew.com

I couldn’t have said it better myself.

I DON’T WANT TO TALK ABOUT THIS MOVIE FOR TOO LONG BECAUSE IT IS SO SCARY SO I’M JUST GOING TO COPY AND PASTE SOME PICTURES FROM GOOGLE WITH MY REACTIONS. OK?????

NO. I DISLIKE IT. A BAT IS GOING 2 BITE HER. MAKE IT STOP.

SEE. I told u. SCARY.

You thought the quicksand in A Princess Bride was bad enough... well, have you eve stopped to consider quickfloorboards?

He is being eaten by the floorboards and his body isn’t just being transported downstairs! He is being DIGESTED by the FLOOR. It sounds really difficult to get out of this situation and I dislike it with the fire of 1000 suns.
A TROMBONE OF MONKEYS. (Is that the collective noun for monkeys? I feel like it is. A troubadour?)

NO. It is a troop, barrel, carload, cartload or tribe.

A COMPLETE TROMBONE OF MONKEYS breaking things in your house and oh no your guardians are going to be so mad when they come home to see this mess. They certainly won't believe that it was an entire trumpet of monkeys. You are deeply in the sh... pickle. This is some Cat In The Hat level horror right here. I'm guilty already just thinking about it. Also, are these going to bite you too? Or steal your snacks with their tiny monkey hands? Probably.

The smol boi becomes a monkey too but I don't really see this as a problem compared to everything else going on. It probably has advantages. Go steal snacks.

This is probably one of the most horrible moments. When the giant mosquitoes swarm the car and they think they are safe but then the mosquito stabs its butt horn into the windshield. I want to cry just thinking about it.
STAMPEDES ARE PRETTY TERRIBLE TOO. I'm mostly fine with stampedes, though. Come on. Let's prioritise here, people.

Hunty guy Van Pelt is probably the scariest part of Jumanji for me. He wants to “tag” Robin Williams. Maybe the kids, too. Maybe everyone? IDK. Just a very intense game of “tips.”

There is a part where they are running away from him in a store and he is destroying things to get to them. I remember talking to Rosie about it in 2009 and she said, “If in this situation, do you think you would find it appropriate to take something from the store? Perhaps, a bike?”

It is a quote that I think about frequently and I am so glad that I am able to share that moment with you right now, whoever you are. You are making my dreams come true.

I am more upset about this particular eventuation than I originally thought I was.
When I was smol there was a girl who lived around the corner from me. Our brothers were kind of friends by default.

She would often let me look at her toys but not play with them. I wasn’t allowed to touch the furby, the saxamaphone or even touch the pet cat.

I had a game of ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN on PC that wouldn’t work on mine but would on hers. I wasn’t allowed to play it on her computer but I was allowed to watch her play it. I could only access the videos of dog breeds from it on my home PC. It wasn’t the game but it was still pretty great.

ANYWAY, one thing she did have that she made me play with her was the Jumanji board game. Do you know how awful that is? I was petrified the entire time because I thought we were going to GET STUCK INSIDE THE BOARD GAME magically not physically. We have already determined that JUMANJI IS A HORROR MOVIE. Who decided a kids board good idea???? I really thought that we were going to d... HAVE FUN. I still feel some kind of ominousity about this. There are some of these on Ebay right now. Awful. AWFUL. In conclusion, Jumanji is both a horror movie and the epitome of, “Thanks, I hate it.”
Mrs Trunchbull is awful. She uses her shotput skills to launch Amanda Thrripp (Rosie’s childhood doppelganger) by her plaits out of the school.

She puts smol children into stabby spike box for unjust timeouts.

She made Brucey Bogtrotter eat an entire chocolate cake in front of the assembly!!!!! The chocolate cake looked amazing. That scene is some good chocolate cake ASMR. You’re welcome.

A SCENE FROM THE 1996 HORROR MOVIE “MATILDA”
COOKY MAKES A GOOD CAKE. GOOD JOB, COOKY. A TASTE SENSATION.

THERE IS A REUNION VIDEO ON YOUTUBE. THEY PRESENT A CHOCOLATE CAKE TO BRUCE AS PART OF HIS EXPOSURE THERAPY.
"I have a lot of feelings for Bruce eating the cake made of the cook’s blood and bone (?) and overeating can really save the day.

I would wear my hair in plaits and quote Amanda Thripp lines at school for attention."

- Rosie talking about the psychological aftermath of being a doppelganger to a character in the horror movie Matilda.

Rosie as a small child. :(
HOME ALONE 1 & HOME ALONE 2: LOST IN NY

AHHH BUZZZZ AHHH ELECTROCUTION
AHH
I'M SEE UR SKELE
I remember seeing my parents laugh at this when I was smol and I was like oh... is this... humour?... Oh. .. . Ha? h.. Ha... ha.. . ? ? ?
Electrocution = fun ? ? ?

Why's it spicy?????????

Hurting ur face with aftershave is scary. As a smol child I thought this was going to be in my future but lol no aftershave is something I have never actually used.

Probably thanks to this public service announcement.

Most things to do with this guy are also awful.
Old Man Marley. The tea is that he puts the bodies onto the snowy pavement for some reason. I think it functions as a DIY biogradable non slip product. He's all about the environment. (Spoiler) He gets his redemption arc.

The part when the coke gets spilled on the table and everyone is looking at Kevin and blaming him. The pizzas get ruined and they also forgot to get him his very own cheese pizza. The juxtapositioning of the joyousness of the family about to eat pizza against the judgementalness and disdain in this scene is what makes Home Alone a true horror film.

I didn't even spill the drink and I'm so sorry!!!
IN SUMMATION, I would like to give some honourable spooky mentions to:

leeches

ANY KIND OF DEADLINE

Notifications and phone calls especially from unknown numbers.

SNEKS

Harry Styles and how scarily good looking he is. (Call me.)
(Actually, don’t... because phone calls.)

The crushing pressure to do anything ever.
I have wanted to participate in Hallozeen for years but I was always stressed by needing to make a lovely, professional looking product. I made this using MS paint in one day and embraced the idea that THERE ARE NO RULES FOR ZINES.

(I then had to reformat it in another program because Ms Paint lied about font readability but the sentiment remains.)

It feels really good to have made this. Maybe making zines doesn’t need to feel like such a scary thing anymore?

Thanks for reading! Happy Hallozeen!

I'M

BILLYSZINE

ON INSTAGRAM